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Introduction

This report is chapter 3 of my Ph. D. Thesis, and therefore the numbering

of the sections and formulas is used as indicated.

We are grateful to Dr. A.L. Hempenius,my thesis advísor, and to

Drs. H.H. Tigelaar for critical remarks and suggestions on earlier drafts.



Chapter 3: Some reformulations and extensions in the univariate Box-
Jenkins time series analysis approach

3.1. General remarks about the univariate approach

In a series of articles and a subsequent book [4J, Box and Jenkins describe

in detail a strategy for the construction of linear stochastic equations

describing the behaviour of time series.
In this section we only shall give a general description of this Box-

Jenkins approach, after which the more technical details will be explained

in the coming sections. Introductory definitions and theorems about

stochastic processes can be found in appendix A.
The Box-Jenkins approach is a multi-stage procedure in quantifying rela-

tionships. The stages are identification, estimation, and forecasting.
In describing the univariate approach we first assume that the time series
under study does not exhibit seasonality. Box-Jenkins assume that such a
series is stationary or can be reduced to stationarity by differencing

a suitable number of times. Assume that there is an integer d such
that the series

(3.1.1) ~t - ~d xt

is stationary, where the difference operator 0 is defined as
Oxt: - xt - xt-1, and Od xt: - 0(od-1 xt), then giving

d
od xt - E(d)(-1)~ xt-~. It is further assumed that ~t satisfies

a stocha~t~c difference equation of the following form

1 q
(3.1.2) kEO ~k ~t-k -

sEO Ks ut-s, nC -~.0 - 1,

where the ut s are a sequence of uncorrelat,ed stochastic variables, with ex-

pectation zero and constant variance 1). Combining equations (3.1.1)

1) Later on we shall see that to provesomething about the asymptotic
distribution of a certain form of the solution of the stochastic
difference equation (3.1.2), we need the additional condition that the
ut s are identically independently distributed.



and (3.1.2) yields the so-called autoregressive integrated moving average

scheme of order (l, d, q)

1 d q
(3.1.3) kE0 nk 0 ~-k - s~0 ~~ ~-s'

~r0 - re0 - 1.

The solution of the above difference equation in terms of the starting

conditions and ut, ut-1,... is called the autoregressive integrated

moving average process (denoted as ARIMA(l, d,q)- process) belonging

to that scheme.
Box and Jenkins fit models of the form (3.1.3) to a set of data by an

iterative three-stage cycle of identification, estimation and forecasting.

At the identification stage values are chosen for the integers l, d and q

in equation (3.1.3). Next, the coefficients ~r1,...,~rl, K.1,...,K q of

the chosen model are estimated and finally diagnostic checks on the ade-

quacy of the fitted model to the data are made. In the forecasting stage

a suitable model to represent the data is used to predict future values

of the time series.
The two main tools in the identification procedure outlined by Box and

Jenkins are the autocprrelation- function and the partial autocorrelation

function. For a covariance station ary process {xt ; t E T}the autocorrtlation

function is, when Var(xt) ~ 0~ defined as

~(xt}s- u)(Xt-u)
(3.1.4) ps: - Var x ~ s - ...,1,0,1,...

t

where ~:- ~(Xt) ~ d t E T.
The partial autocorrelation function can be explained as follows. Let's

consider the covariance stationary process {xt, t E T}(see for definition

appendix A) which has expectation zero, then it is possible to ask for

the best linear approximation of xt in terms of xt-1,...,x~t-k,
k - 1,2,...
Here we mean with linear approximation that combination E aj xt-j

k 2 j-1
for which f(xt - E aj ~-j) is a minimum as a function of (a1,...,ak).

j-1
This is then and only then the case when
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(3.1.5

where ys -~(x~ts xt) is the covariance of lag s-. Dividing the equations

in (3.1.5) by y0 gives:

r
pl -al p~-a2p1 ... -akPk-1 -0

(3.1.6) :

pk - a1 pk-1 - a2 pk-2 '

or in matrix notation

I'kA-R

where

al

A -

ak

' rk

,

.. -akp~-0,

p0 pl "' pk-1
p1 p0 " ' pk-2

, R -

l pk-1 pk-2 ... pC, I pk ~ .

In Box and Jenkins terminology the k-th component of the optimal A is
called the k-th partial autocorrelation coefficient (assuming that it is
uniquely determined), and it will be denoted as akk'
The series {a~, k- 1,2,...} is called the partial correlation function.
The partial correlation coefficients can be determined using Cramer's
rule, namely
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I r~` Ik
( 3 .1. 7 ) a~ - -1-~- ,

k

where I'k is the matrix I'k with the k-th column replaced with R.

A simple recursive method for finding the partial correlation coefficients

is given by Durbin [7],. The following results which form the core of

Box and Jenkins identification strategy will now be presented (for

technical details and examples we refer to section 3.2).
(i) When the autoregressive moving average scheme of order (l, q),

1 q

k~0 ~k ~-k - s~~ Ks
ut-s' (denoted as ARMA.(l, q)-scheme), has a

wide stationary solution x~ in terms of ut, ut-1,..., (denoted as
ARMA(l, q)-process), then it can be shown that the autocorrelation
function tends to zero.
In practice , of course, one never knows the true autocorrelations and
partial autocorrelations and must estimate them from the available
sample data.
The estimator of the autocorrelation function which will be used
in this thesis is as follows

1 n-k
n ~ (Xt-X)(Xttk-x)

(3.1.8) ~ - tn1
1 ~ (x -x)2
n t-1 t

, k - 0,1,2,...,

based on the following grounds.
One may show that in many cases the biased estimator in the numerator
of (3.1.8) for the covariance of a wide stationary process, has a
smaller mean square error than the unbiased estimator~where one
divides by n-k. While this seems to be true in general, a rigorous
proof has not as yet been found (see Schaerf [27], for proofs in
various special cases).
The behaviour of the above estimator ~ has been investigated for
non-stationary processes by Wichern [3~j. Wichern has determined tYie
expected value of the above estimator for some important non-statianary
processes.
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For the following schemes:

Oxt - ut - K
ut-1

2(2) 0 xt - ut - K1 ut-1 - K2 ut-2

(3)
1
E iij(Oxt-j) - ut ~ (a~ - 1)~

j-0

he finds that in general the expected value of the above estimator
fails to die out rapidly.
It is assumed that when a process xt is non-stationary, that by a
linear operation of the form Od xt or od OD xt 2) it can be made wide
stationary.

(ii) Suppose that the original process xt has been differenced a sufficient
number of times to produce a covariance stationary process ~t,
then Box and Jenkins [4] and Jenkins and Watts [13~ have shown that
the autocorrelation and partial correlation function of the ~t
process behave.as follows:
(a) If the ~t process is an AR(1) process, then the autocorrelation

function pk, k- 1,2,..., will damp out for large k, according to
a mixture of damped exponentials and~or dampèd sine waves, and the
partial. autocorrelations will obey akk - 0 for all k~ l.

(b) If the process ~t is a MA(q) process, then the autocorrelation
function will obey pk - 0 for all k~ q, while the partial
autocorrelations will damp out approximately as a mixture of
damped exponential and~or damped sine waves.

(c) If the process ~t is an ARMA(l, q)-process, and if q- 1 ~ 0, then

2) od OD xt is defined as follows:

d D
Od oD xt - E(k)(-1)k E(D)(-1)~ xt-k-js.

k-0 j-0
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the whole autocorrelation function pk, for k- 0,1,2,..., will
consist of a mixture of damped exponentials and~or damped sine
waves. If, however, q- 1~ 0 there will be q- 1 f 1 initial
values p0, p1,..., pq-l, which do not follow this general pattern.

The autocorrelation function can be estimated by using formula (3.1.8)
and the partial autocorrelation function by using the estimated

PO'" '' pk-1' in equation (3.1.7).
As a rough guide for determining whether the autocorrelations

are in fact zero after the k-th, Bartlett [3] has developed an approximation
formula for the variance of the estimated autocorrelation coefficient
of a covariance stationary Gaussian process (see for definition appendix A).
Various authors have extended Bartlett's result in one way or another,
the most general of these being Anderson and Walker [2 ], who proved the
following theorem.

Theorem 1

Let {~~} be a stochastic process, defined by

~t - u t ~EO ~j u,~-j , t - 0, t 1 , f2, . . . ,

where E I~J ~~ and E Ijl~2 ~~ and {ut} is a set of independently
j-0 f j-0 ~

and identically distributed random variables with f(ut) - 0 and
~(ut) - au ~ ~. -
Let ~- ck~c~ , k- 1,2,...,n-1, where ~ and c~ are defined by

n-k
~ - E (Yt - Y)(Yt~k - Y)In , k - O,l,...,n-1.

t-1 "

Then the joint distribution of n 1,2(~-pk), 1 ~ k ~ s, where
pk - cov(y,t,~rt}k)~var(~rt), tends to N(O,W) when n;~, W- (wij ) is given ~y

W- -- E (P P t P P } 2P- P- P2 - 2P- P Pi~ v vfi-j v t~fitj i ~ v i v vtj
v--~

- 2 Pj Pv Pv,~i ),
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thus W is a function of pi only.
The above theorem establishes the robustness to nonnormality

of the identification procedures.
From the above theorem it also follows that when {r~} is a white noise
process (see appendix A), then we have the following large sample result

(3.1.9)

1Var(r~) - n

LCov(~,rk}j ) - 0 , j ~ 0

Under the null hypothesis that {y~} is a white noise process, the use
of plus or minus 2 about zero should provide a reasonable guide in

~
assessing whPther or not the quantities pk are in fact zero.
Quenouille [25) has shown that for a 1-th order autoregressive process,
the variances of the estimated partial autocorrelations are approximatel~~
n for k~ 1. Box and Jenkins state that the estimated partial autocorre-
lations are asymptotically normally distributed, but they do not prove
it, nor give any reference where it can be found. In section 3.2 we
shall prove its correctness under fairly general conditions.

The coefficients of equation ( 3.1.3) are estimated by minimizing th~~
sum. of squares of the residuals ut conditional on the parameters

~1'" ''~l' K 1'" ',Kq and y1,...,yn, where yt - Od xt, utilizing a non-
linear regression routine ( the moving average part in (3.1.3) in fact
causes the ut's to be non-linear functions of the parameters).
Under certain conditions ( see section 3.2) large sample standard errors
and confidence inter~rals for the population parameters can be used.
The non-linear regression routine requires initial.valuesfor the
parameters to start off the iteration process. The:se ~an be obcained from
the relation between the sample autocorrelations and the parameters.

In the di agnostic checking stage the sample autocorrelations of
the estimated residuals ut, can indicate any departure from typical white
noise behaviour in the residuals and may suggest an alternative model
specification.
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Suppose that one has constructed an appropriate model for the

data xl,...,xn and requires point forecasts of the future values

xn}1 (1 - 1,2,...). It can be shown that the "best" point forecast (in

terms of minimum mean square prediction error) of xn}1 based on

(...x-1,x0,x1,...,xn) is simply its conditional expectation at time n.

How to use the conditional expectation for an ARMA(l, q)- and ARIMA(l,d,q)-

scheme will be explained in the coming section and also how to construct

prediction interva.ls for the future values of the process.

For describing a combination of a seasonal and non-seasonal time series,
Box and Jenkins propose a difference

1 ls d ds
(3.1.10) E ~jE ~:izs0 Os xt-j-ksj-0 k-0

equation of the following

q qs
1~0 Kl g-0 OgS Jt-1-gs

where {ut} is white noise and ~0 -~0 - KO - 00 -
operator form:

(lt~i B f ...f ~Z Bl)(lf ~1s Bs t.

( 1 f K1 B f ... f; q Bq )( 1}01 s
Bs f..

form:

1, or written in

.. f ~l Blss)Od Das xt -
~

q 5. }OqsB~s )ut

s

where the Od operator is defined before and Bl x~: - xt-l.
The principles of model identification, estimation and forecasting of

the above difference equation are essentially the same as for the

ARIMA(1, d, q)-scheme (3.1.3). Therefore we refer for details to Box ar~d

Jenkins.
At the end of this section we shall summarize the major advantages

of the Box-Jenkins approach:
a. The relationships between the variables used in the approach are

very general and include the relationships used in other methods as

special cases.
b. It is applicable to a very wide range of forecasting situations rangin~

from simple univariate stochastic modelling to the more complex transfer
function models, where complex forms of interaction between input
and output variables are possible (see chapter 5).



c. It is a logical multi-stage and self-checking approach which eliminates

many of the subjective decisions associated with other techniques.

In particular, these other techniques,do not include the important

identification stage.

d. It uses more general forms for the lag structures and the noise part

in comparison to several econometric methods.

e. It has high forecasting accuracy. Reid [26] found that the Box-Jenkins

approach achieved better ov~rall accuracy than other methods on 70~

of 113 economic time series. Naylor, Seaks and Wichern [18] showed,

in a recent study in which forecasts of four economic variables

obtained from the Wharton Econometric Forecasting Model in comparing

with Box-Jenkins forecasts, that the average absolute errors of the

Box-Jenkins forecasts were substantially smaller than those obtained

from the more elaborate econometric model.

Nelson ~191 came to the same conclusion in comparing the FRB-MIT-PENN-

model with ARIMA-models for the U.S. economy. Further results along these

lines are given by Cooper and Nelson (5]. In a survey of the performance

of macro-economic forecasts Granger and Newbold [12] came to the following

conclusion: "It appears that large-scale macro-economic models, fitted

without consideration of appropriate time series error structures, wnen

extrapolated for the production of one-step chead forecastsov~r a mode-

rately long span of time, frequently perform on the average rather poorly

in comparison with simple univariate time series models". For further

remarks about econometric forecasting and time series analysis we refer

to Granger and Newbold [ 12] .
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3.2. Technical details about the univariate Box-Jenkins approach

We shall study now more thoroughly the different stages in the univariate
Box-Jenkins approach.

3.2.1. Random shock representations of ARMA (1, q)- and ARIMA (l,d,q)-
schemes and the asymptotic distribution of a certain form of the
random shock representation of an ARIMA (l, d, q)-scheme

In this section we shall study under what general conditions the ARNI1~(1, q)-
and ARIMA (l, d, q)-scheme have a unique wide stationary solution and
if something can be said about its asymptotic distribution and how
eventually to use this result.
Therefore we shall start to define some things more precisely.

Definition 1

An autoregressive scheme of order 1 is a stochastic difference equation
of the form:

1
(3.2.1.1) E ~rk xt-k - utk-0

t- 0, -i- 1, f 2,....,

1
where {ut} is white noise and ~r( z): - E~rk zk ~ 0 on ~ z~ ~ 1( so ~r~ ~ 0).

k-0
Further ~rl ~ 0. The scheme will be denoted as AR(1)-scheme.

Definition 2

The uniquely determined wide stationary solution xt of the AR(1)-scheme
is called the autoregressive process of order 1 belonging to the scheme.
(e.g. H. Tigelaar (31j has shown that such a uniquely determined solution
exists).



Definition 3

Tht: process {xt} is called a moving average process (MA) when we can wriLc:

(3.2.1.2) xt - E Kk ut-k, t-0, t 1, f2,... ( summable in quadratic mean)
- k--~

where {ut} is white noise.
The MA-process is called one-sided when Kk - 0, k ~ 0, and otherwise

two-sided.
A one sided moving average process is called of finite order q when

Kk - 0, k~ q f 1, Kq ~ 0.

It is denoted as MA(q) process.

Definition 4

A mixed autore~ressive-movin~ avera~e scheme of order (l,q) is a stochastic

linear difference equation of the form

1 q
(3.2.1.3) kEl ~k xt-k - EO K~ u~-~ , t- 0, t 1, t 2,...

J-
1 k

where {ut} is white noise and ~r(z): - E ~rk z? 0 on Izl ~ 1. Further

~rl, Kq ~ 0. It will be denoted as ARMA~l~q)-scheme.

Definition 5

The uniquely determined wide stationary solution xt of the ARMA(l,q)-

scheme is called the ARMA(l,q)-process bel.onging to that scheme.

An explanation why mixed time series models arise in~practice can

be as follows. Most macro-economic time series, such as GNP, or employment

are aggregates and there is no pa.rticular reason to suppose that all thP

component series obey the same model. Now Granger and Morris [llj have shown

that when two independent component series follow an AR-scheme, then

the sum of the two independent processes is a mixed scheme. They have

also pointed out that the mixed schemes may arise in various c~`~r~t'z'
ways.



We shall now present a theorem which is important in studyin,

wide stationary processes.

Theorem 2

Let's define the following linear stochastic difference equation

(3.2.1.~)
1 q

kEO ~rk xt-k - jEO Kj vt-j , n~ - K~ - 1, t- 0, t 1, t 2,...,

where l, q- 0, 1,...m,

and the generating functions ~r(z) and K(z) are defined as follows

1 k q
~(z); - E~k z, K(z): - E Kj z~ for all

k-0 j-0

complex z.
When the 1 roots of ~r(z) - 0 lie outside the unit circle, then equation

(3.2.1.~) has for a given wide stationary process {vt} (needs not to be a

white noise process) exactly one wide stationary solution. This solutiori

is given by

(3.2.1.5) Xt - E~j v~-j, (summable in quadratic mean)
j-0

where the weights ~j can be determined from

~(z): - K(z) - E~. Z~, Z ~ 1.
- ~(z) j-0 ~ -

The representation where vt is expressed in terms of xt's can be done in

an analogous way.
For a proof of the above theorem we refer e.g. to Anderson [ 1J arid

for a more elegant and general proof ( 1-a, q-~) to van der Genugten [1GJ.
Formally the representation in (3.2.1.5) can also be derived with the help

of lag-operators. Write B zt - ~-1, B2 ~- B(B x,t) - xt-2, etc., so that

~~k Xt-k -~(B) xt when ~y(B) - E~k Bk. Then (3.2.1.~) can be written
k-0 k-0
as

7~(B) Xt - K(B) vt



and formally dividing gives

5

xt - ~(B~ vt - V~(B)vt - ~ ~j vt-j.j-0

However, these manipulations only have a formal value. Box and Jenkins

use this way of reasoning,which can give course to troubles: (a) it

is thén not clear in which way the series ~onverge and under what condi-

tions, (b) they do not prove that there exists a unique wide stationary

solution of the difference equation or not.

The following example demonstrates the use of theorem 2.

Exa.mpl e

Let's take an ARMA(1,1)-scheme of the following form

(3.2.1.6) xt -~r1 Xt-1 - ut - K1 ut-1

where {ut} is white
the unit circle, so
The coefficients ~ J

noise, and the root of 1-~r1 z- 0 must lie outside

I~1I ~ 1.
(in (3.2.1.5) can be determined from the relation

~
E ~j z~(1-~r1 z) - 1- K1 z, so that

j-0

2
~~ - 1, ~1 - rr1 - K1~ ~2 - ~r1(~1-k1)~ ~3 - ~r1(~r1-K1),...,

~. - ~r~-1 (~1-K1 ) ~ J ? 1 .
J

So the ARMA(1,1)-process belonging to the above scheme is

(3.2.1.7) xt - ut f E ~rl-1 (~1-K1)~- .Jj-1

Box and Jenkins call the above type of representations the random shock

form.
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In the representation of ut in xt's, ut - E Sj x,~-j, the coefficients 8.
j -0 ~

can be determined as follows.

When the root of 1- K1 z- 0 lies outside the unit circle, then

~K1I ~ 1. The coefficents Sj can be determined from the relation

~
E dj z~(1 - K1 z) -(1 -~r1 z), so that

j-0

80 - 1, Ó1 - K1-7f1, d2 - K1(K1-Tf1), d3 - K1(K1-7r1),

..., dj - K~-1 (K1-~r1)~ J ? 1.

SO

w

(3.2.1.8) ut - Xt t E K~-1(K1-~r1)xt-j.
j-1

Box and Jenkins call the above type of representation the inverted form.

The importance of theorem 2 will be shown now.

If for the ARMA(l,q)-scheme

1 q
(3.2.1.9) kE0 ~k Xt-k - ~0 Kj ut-j' ~0

J-
1, t- 0, f 1, f 2,...,KO

1
the roots of ~r(z): - E~k zk - 0 lie outside the unit circle, then the

k-0
ARMA(l,q)-process {xt} can be written as

(3.2.1.10) xt - E V~j ut-j.
j-0

As {ut} is a white noise process, the variance of the ARMA(l,q)-process

xt can easily be calculated:

~
(3.2.1.11) Var(xt) - au E ~~.

j -0

F~rther {xt} is Gaussianif and orlly if {ut} is.

The importance of the so-called inverted form will become clear in the
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estimation and forecasting stage.
We shall now study the properties of the so-called autoregressive

integrated moving average processes. There is a large class of non-

stationary stochastic processes, which can also be reasonable described

by difference equations. Box and Jenkins found these difference eqaations

useful in studying and controlling the behavior of certain economic and

chemical processes. As the here after following type of non-stationary

models is not always handled correctly by Box and Jenkins, we will

present the results more th~roughly here. First, an autoregressive
integrated moving scheme (here after an ARIMA-scheme) is defined as

follows:

Definition 6

An autoregressive integrated moving average scheme of order (l,d~

(ARIMA(l,d,q)) is a stochastic difference equation of the form:

1 d q
(3.2.1.12) E ~rk ( E a. x,~- k) - E ~cs u,t-s, t- 0, f 1, t 2,...,

k-0 j-0 ~ ~- s-0

where

(a) {ut} is a stochastic process of non-degenerate, identically and
independently distributed real-valued stochastic variables, with
mean zero and finite variance 6u;

1 k
(b) ~r(z): - E~rk z has no zeros inside or on the unit circle;

k-0d
(c) A(z): - E aj z~ has all its zeros on the unit circle;

j-0
(d) ~rl, ad, Kq are not zero.

Definition 7

When in the ARIMA(l,d,q)-scheme (3.2.1.12):

d
(a) E aj x,t-j :- y~ is wide stationary~

j-0
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(b) {x-d}1,..,x0} is a set of starting conditions:

xt - xt with probability 1, t--dt1,...,0;

then the unique solution of the difference equation (3.2.1.12) is

called the ARIMA(l,d,q)-process belonging to that scheme.

Remark

In their analysis of non-stationary processes, Box and Jenkins use the f~1.lowing

difference equations

1 d0 q
(3.2.1.13) kE0 n.k(0 -x't-k) - s~0 Ks ut-s'

for representing non-seasonal non-stationarity in {xt}, and

1 q
(3.2.1.14) kE0 ~k(0 0 Ds Xt-k) - s~0 Ks ut-s '

for representing a combination of seasonal and non-seasonal non-stationarity

ir~ {xt}, where the difference operations are defined as before.

So it is easily seen that the equations (3.2.1.13) and (3.2.1.1~t) are

special cases of equation (3.2.1.12).

We shall now present a theorem about the solution of an ARIMA(l,d,q)-

scheme.

Theorem 3

Defining K( z): - E K zs ,~( z): - K( z) - E ~. z~ , I z I ~ 1, then the
s-0 s ~(z) - j-0 ~

ARIMA(l,d,q)-process can be written as

t-1 ~ ~
~

(3.2.1.15) xt - ut t E Sk ~~j ut-j-k - ut }~ St,l ~-1 ,k-0 j -0 1-0

q

t - 1,2,3,...,
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where ut is in general the sum of a polynomial in t and a finite linear

combinatíon of powers of t and sinusoids.

The coefficient St 1 can be determined as follows:

(a) when 1 ~ t-1, ~t~l is the 1-th Taylor coefficient of A(Z~ in a

neighborhood of z - 0;

(b) when 1~ t, St 1 is the 1-the Taylor coefficient of
t-1 '

{ E gk zk}. ~(z), I zl ~ 1, and where Sk can be found by taking the
k-0

k-th coefficient in the power series de~-elopment of ~~z) in a neighbor-

hood of z - 0.

A proof of theorem 3 can be found in appendix B.

Remark 1

To prove theorem 3 it is not necessary that the ut's are identically

and independently distributed, only wide stationarity and ~(ut) - 0

is required. We shall however need it to prove theorem ~.

Remark 2

When d - 0 and {ut} is white noise then ( 3.2.1.12) is an ARMA(l,q)-
scheme. In this case A(z) - 1, and there are no starting conditions, so
that ( 3.2.1.15) is in this case

t
xt - lE0 Sl u,t-1,

where Ri is the 1-th Taylor coefficient o

does not any longer depend on t.
~U ( , IzI ~ 1. In this case Sl

From (3.2.1.15) it follows that
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(3.2.1.16)
C,(Xt) - ~'t

Var(xt) - au E (~t~l)2.
1-0

Formula (3.2.1.16) proves to be of importance in the forecasting section

in calculating the variance of the forecast error.

Following a procedure given by Stigum [29] we shall study the

asymptotic behaviour of the AI~IMA(l,d,q) process. We shall show that a

certain form of the ARIM~1(l,d,q) process is asymptotically normally

distributed. The procedure outlined here considers a more general

definition of an ARIMA-scheme than Stigum does. Stigum considers the

case that the roots of A(z} - 0 are all 1, we consider the case that the

roots of A(z} - 0 all lie on the unit circle.

Theorem ~

When in the ARIMA-scheme in equation (3.2.1.13) d0 ~ 1(denoted as case

(i) or in the ARIMA-scheme in equation (3.2.1.1~) d0 t D~ 1 and s~ 2

(denoted as case (ii)), then for large k, sk in equation (3.2.1.15)

satisfies the approximate relation 3)

(3.2. 1 .17) Sk `a f k(M-1 )

where

d0 in case (i)
M -

D f d0 in case (ii)

3) This is an approximation in the sense that

a
k~ kMk 1 - f .
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and f is a constant, which is

r
(3.2.1.18)

1 in case (i)(d0-1):

(1~2)D(s-1)
s-1

II sin(Sl) D (dOtD-1):
-1

in case (ii) .

For large t, ~t in equation (3.2.1.15) satisfies the approximate relation

(3.2. 1. 19) ut t..(M-1 ) a a, .

Define w~: - E~j u,t-j in equation (3.2.1.15), which is a strictly" j-0
stationary process, then

lim P{t-(q~}1,2) xt ~ g} - lim P{f t-(q~t1I2) t~l kq~ ~~ g}
t-~ t--~ k-1

where q~ - M-1.
It can then be shown that

(3.2.1.20) lim P{t-(q~f1~2)xt ~ g} - 1~, Ig e-u2,2c2 du
t~ ~ 6 -~ ~

f2 I E ~yj I~ cru

where 62 - j-0

For a proof of theorem k we refer to appendix B. We shall give two examples
to clarify theorem ~t.

Example 1

When we take the following special form of equation (3.2.1.13)
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1
(3.2.1.21) E ~rk(0 Xt-k) - ut

k-0
1 k

then the condition that ~r(z): - E~k z- 1 f~1 z- 0, has its root
k-0

outside the unit circle, means that I~r1l ~ 1. Then the ARIMA(1,1,0)-

process can be written as

t-1 ~
xt - u.t f E Rk E ~j ut-k-j '

k-0 j-0

where

~t - x0, Rk - 1, 0 ~ k ~ t-1, and ~j -~r~, J- 0,1,...

So

xt - x0 t E E ~rr 1 ut-k-j ~ and
k-0 j-0

t-1 J

x
about the asymptotic distribution of t~2 the followingcan be said:

lim P{ ~2 ~~} - 1 jg~ e-u2,262 du,
t--~ t ~ á

where o2 - .~ E ~~
j-0

2
I2 2 - ou

Qu ( 1~2)2'

1

Example 2

For the ARIMA(0,1,0)-scheme

(3.2.1.22) Oxt - ut,

the ARIMA(0,1,0)-process is

t-1
xt - x0 t E ~-k ' t- 1,2,...,

k-0
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which is a special case of a random walk process ~).
In our case ut has expectation zero, which need not be the case in a
random walk process.
Using theorem ~ gives the following result:
the asymptotic distribution of -t is N(0, Qu) ( this is the well-known

~
central limit theorem).

We shall now give an explanation why theorem ~ is important in
constructing prediction intervals for future values of the stochastic
process.
Assume that xt ~atisfies the ARIMA(l,d,q)-scheme

1 d q
(3.2.1.23) E~rk( E a. ~- k} - E Ks ut-s,

k-0 j-0 ~ ~- s-0
m

then wt: - gE1 wg x,t-g satisfies the ARIMA-scheme

1 d q m
( 3. 2. 1. 2~t ) E ~r ( E s. . w }- E E K w u

k-0 k j-0 ~ ~-~-k s-0 g-1 s g t-s-g'

q~t1~2From (3.2.1.2~) it follows that theorem 4 also applies to wt~t ,
and as the wg are arbitrary, it follows that

~
t-(q }1,2) {xt, ..., xt-m} is asymptotically m-dimensionally normally
distributed. As we shall see later on (section forecasting) the "best"
forecast for ~}1 at time n is of the following form in an ARIMA-scheme

~) A random walk process {xt, t- 0,1,2,...} is defined as follows

t
x-0 - 0; xt - E u~ , t- 1,2,3,...

i-1

where {ut} is a process of independently, identically distributed
variables (see. e.g. Feller [9 ]).



(3.2.1.25) ~tl,n - ~ ~j~ ~fl-j'j-1

where the I~jl decrease exponentially to zero for j;~.
Now

~ ~
n(q }1,2) {~ ~j ~tl-j} can be split as follows

j-1

~ NO ~
n (q }1,2) { ~ ~j ~fl-j t

E ~j ~}1-j}.
j-1 j-N~t1

Define

(3.2.1.26) ~ - ~i n } ~I n ' n - 1,2,... ; NS - 1,2,...,
0' 0'

where

(3.2.1.27)

0'n - n-(q t1~2) JE1 ~j ~Zfl-j ~ 1~ 1
i~ U

~n - n-(q~f1~2) E ~j ~tl-j ' 1 ~ 1
j -N~f 1

We shall use the following theorem proved by Anderson (1] (theorem 7.7.1
in Anderson's book).

Theorem 5

Let

Sn - ~1 n } ~T...n ' n - 1,2,... ; N~ - 1,2,...
0' 0'

Suppose that for every e~ 0 there is a m- m(e) (independent of n), such
that for ND ~ m we have Var(~ n) ~ e. Further suppose
P(~ n ~ z) - FN 11(

z)-~ FN Qz ), as n-~ ~, and lim FN ( z) - F( z) at every
0' 0' 0 ND-~ 0

N
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continuity point of F(z).
Then

lim P(S ~ z) - F(z)~r -
n-~

at every continuity point of F(z).
~o~n.First we start by studying the variance of W

ihi :~~i1ucr~~~ "-'1 n~u~
n,...l ~., .",~wm.L:w~l~ in q'.:u.drwt~.. .m,.ewn, :L::á.~.l-~ mc~nc

! f

that lim~(Z - S )2 - 0(see section 3.2.5).N ~ ~VC,n -rr
So ~

Var(Sn - ~ ~n) -a 0 , NC -~ ~.
0

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have

~ ~
Var(~ ~n) ~ n-2q -1

E ~~ Var(~rfl-j ) t
0 j-N~f 1

2 E E ~
j ~k~iV~t 1 j

Var(~}1-')Var(xn-1-k)

n

~iFrom theorem 4 it follows that lim Var( ~ )- 62, or lim Var(x )- ~s~nG` }1,
n~ nq~f 1 ~2 n-~

-n

and more generally we also have lim Var(xn) - 62 Inl2q~f1,
Inl-~

So for a large index we may use to a certain approximation the above formula
for the variance of xn, and for the sum of the variances of xn with small
index we may use a constant, because we have a finite number of them.
So from the above it follows that

~ ~2 nfl-' I2q~}1 f 2 E EVar( W ) ~ d E ~-~-` ~ ~ ~ ~r~VD,n - 1 j-NCt1 ~ n2q~f1 ~ j~k~NCf1 k

q~ q~~ntl-j~2 tllntl-kl2 f1

~q~t~n
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As

I(nf1-j)2q~f1I - I(1 t 1~-)2q~}1I ~ max {1 IJI2q~}1}n n ~ ~

1 is a positive number, we get

2 2 ~tl
Var(W ) ~ d E ~. IJI q }~C,n - 1 j-NCt1 J

t 2 d2 ~ ~ ~.j~k~N~t1 J

and so

~k IJI2q~t1Ikl2q~t1

(3.2.1.28) Nl~ Var(Z~O~n) -} 0, uniformly in n.

0

as

We already know that Z has a normal distribution when n-~ ~, and that

in our case F(z) in~tTheorem 5 is F(z) - jz~ 1 P-1~2 t2~6NC dt,
Np NO ~ oN

0

z 1 -1~2 t2~Q1
where aN - Var(lim ZN 1). In showing that FN (z) -~ I~ ~ e dt,

~

for N~

0 n-~ 0 0 2~r Q 1

~~, we have to prove that lim oN ~ 61.
NC-~ 0

From (3.2.1.28) it follows that for every e~ 0 there exists a N1 (independent

of n) such that for NC ~ N1~Var(~ n) ~ e. Now for NC large enough we get
0'

Var(5~,1) - Var(~O~n) t Var(~O~n) f 2 Cov(ZNC,n, ~VC,n)

~ Var(Z~ n) t e t 2 e Var(Z~ ~n).
0' 0

As Var(Z~ ~n) is b~unded for fixed NC, it follows that
0

Var ( 5~,1) ~ Var ( ZN ~ n) t e 1.
0
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We also have

Var(Sn) ? Var(ZN ~n) - 2 e Var ~~n
0 0

~ Var(Z~ ~n) - s2
0

So, lim Var(Sn)-Q~ exists and is equal to lim lim Var(~ n).
n-~ N0~ n-~„ 0'

Under fairly general conditions. we have shown that ~}1'n is asymptotically
nq~f 1 ~2

normally distributed.
For thesame reason as above the normalized forecast error,

n(q~}1,2) {Xnfl- Xnfl,n} is also asymptotically normally distributed.
A~ approximate (1-a)q prediction interval for xn}1 is now:

(3.2.1.29) ~~l,n } d1~2a 6~'

where d1~2a is chosen so that

fd1~2a -1~-1~2t2 dt - 1-a
-a1~2a ~ ~

and

(3.2.1.30) cr - Var(x - x -~ -nfl -n}l,n) - ~(Xntl - xnfl,n)2

C 1-1
G(x2 ) - g(x2 ) - 62 E (R~ )2-nfl ~fl,n u nfl, j

j-0

(see equation (3.2.5.5).

As the distributions of many financial data are not Gaussian (see e.g.
Fama [~31 and our own data in the next chapters), theorem 4 can be of help in
constructing prediction intervals when using ARIMA-schemes for those data.
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Remark

When in the ARMA(p,q)-Process in equation (3.2.1.10) the {ut} process

consists of independently and identically distributed variables with mean

zero and finite variance Qu, then using lemma 1 in appendix B leads to

the following result.

T x 2 ~2
lim P{ E -t ~ a} - 1 fa~ e-u ~2Q du,
T-~ t-1 ~ ~ a

where

02 - ~ E V~j~~ 6~.u
j-0

However, this result of the asymptotic distribution of a certain form of the

ARMA(p,q)-process, is difficult to use to saysomething about the distribu-

tion of the best forecast.
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3.2.2. The identification stage

As we have seen in section 3.1 in the identification stage
tentative values are chosen for the parameters Y, q in the AR~.A(l,q)-scheme
and for l, d and q in the~~IMA(l,d,q)-scheme.5). The two main tools
in the identification procedure are the autocorrelation and the partial
autocorrelation function. The following can now be said about the behaviour
of the autocorrelation function of the wide stationary solution of an
~~(l,q)-scheme. The wide stationary solution has an absolutely continuous
spectrum, or equivalently Ys: -~(xt ~,fs) is the s-th Fourier coefficient
of an integra.ble function ( e.g. Feller [~]). Using a theorem of Riemann-
Lebesgue [33,, which states that the Fourier coefficients of an integrable
function f tend to zero as I:~~ -~ ~, it follows that the product moments
ys tend to zero. So, for an ARMA(l,q)-scheme with a wide stationary solutiori,
the autocorrelation function tends to zero. In section 3.1 we saw that
when the estimated autocorrelation function fails to damp out, it is an
indication for non-stationarity and then one or more difference operatioiis
of the base series may lead to stationarity of the transformed series.
So the behaviour of the autocorrelation function determines the numbex of
differences that. is performed. When the number of differences ( d and~or D)
is determined in the above way, then an indication of the orders of the
autoregressive and moving average schemes can be found by using the remarks
under ( a), (b) and ( c) in section 3.1. ~he exact behavi.our for thP aut,~-
correlation and partial autocorrelation functions for AR(p)-:;chemes ~:n~t

5) The concept of identification in this section should not be confused
with the concept of identifiability, which is defined as follows.
Suppose we observe the stochastic process {xt} during t- 1,2,...,n, so we
have at our disposal x1,...,xn. Let the distribution of this vector
be denoted as P~n) and y~(n)- -{P~n) 0 E 6}. The function ~y(0) is said
to be identifiable with respect to the classf(n), when
~y(01) ~~(02) -} PC ~ PC . Conditions under which ~y(0} in an

1 2
ARMA(l,q)-scheme is identifiable are given in Tigelaar [~~?].



an MA(1)-scheme can be found in Box and Jenkins' book [4]. In the following

example we shall see what can be said about those functions for an

ARMA(1,1)-process, and what the behaviour is for higher order mixed

processes.

Example

For the ARMA(1,1)-scheme

Xt f~r1 xt-1 -~ t K1 ut-1

we have seen that the ARMA(1,1)-process looks as follows

j-1
xt - ut t(~1-K1) E ~r1 ut-j.

j-1

So

~(Xt Xtfl) ( 1-n1K1)(~1-K1)

p1 - ~(x~) - 1tK~ - 2TT1K1

and

k ~ 2.pk - -~r1 pk-1 ' -

The partial autocorrelations can not be easily calculated, as the determinaiits

of the matrices in ;3.1.7) are difficult to determine. However, it caii

be shown that the behaviour of the partial autocorrelation function of an

ARMA(l,q)-process can be approximated by the autoregressive w~ights obtained

by representing the ARMA(l,q)-scheme in autoregressive or inverted form.

This can be done as follows. Assume that in the ARMA(l,q)-scheme in
q

(3.2.1.3) the zeros of K(z): - E Kj z~ are outside the unit circle, then
j-0

the inverted form representation is as follows

ut - E dj xt-j.
j-0
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From this follows the following form for the autocorrelation f~znction

pk - -dl pk-1 - d2 pk-2 } . .. ,

which can be approximated by

pk - -dl pk-1 - ~2 pk-2 } " ' -aN pk-N

as the d~ weights are damping to zero.
We know that for the N-th order (N sufficient large) autoregressive process
as approximation for an ARMA(l,q)-process the following holds for the partial
autocorrelation coefficient

aNN - -SN'

As these autoregressive weights damp out, so does the partial autocorrel.ation
function.

It is natural to ask whether the sample autocorrel~tions reprvduce tne
patterns of their theoretical counterparts. The answer to this question involves
the sampling distribution of the autocorrelations. We refer to
theorem 1 of this chapter for distributional properties of the estimated
autocorrelations.

About the distributional properties of the sample partial auto-
correlations the following can be said.
Box and Jenkins state that the estimated partial autocorrelations are
asymptotically normally distributed, but they do not prove it and give no
teference where it can be found. This can however be shown as follows.
Let w1, w2,..., be a sequence of stochastic vectors in Kk, where
wn: -(r~n),...,rkn)) and rkn) is formula (3.1.8), then using theorem l
in section 3.1 ~{(rjn)~-..~rkn))~ - (pl' " ''pk)~}
is asymptotically distributed as N(O,E).
The partial autocorrelation coefficient a - f(p ,...,p )-
Irk}1I sum of products of p~,...,pk ~ 1. k

-~I'~ - sum of products of p1,,,,~pk is a rational function of



p1,,..,pk, which is continuous differentiable when Irk~ ~ 0, ~ p~,...,Pk.

Then akk is asymptotically normally distributed [38 ~



3.2.3. The estimation stage

The general problem of fitting the parameters nk (k - 1,...,].) and
Ks (s - 1,....,q) in the ARIMA(l, d, q)-scheme

1 d q
(3.2.3.1) E~k (~ aj xt-j-k) - E Ks u.~-s, ~r0 - 1, K~ - 1,

k-~ j-0 s-0

is equivalent to fitting to the wide stationary ~rt's the ARMA(l,q)-scheme

1 q
(3.2.3.2) kE0 ~k ~t-k - s~0 Ks ut-s'

d
where y~ - E aj xt-j.

j-0
An estimation procedure using directly the observatioris
as follows.
Let's assume that the joint distribution of any finite set of the

is

~t is

normal, with expectation zero. Then the logarithm of the likelihood of

the data ~: -{~1,...,~n}' can be written (called full likelihood functior,)

2 -1
(3.2.3.3) 1 2(Yn) -- 2 log 2~r - 1~2 loglVn(O,cru)~- 1~2 Yn{Vn(O,au)} Yn

O,Qu

where

O - {Tf,~,...,Tfl, K.~,...,Kq}

V (O,Q2) - {v (0,62)}~ (1
n u rs u

vrs(O,QU) -~,(y~ y~,).

Assume

Vn(O,QU) - 2 Vn(O,csu)~
0u

then



(3.2.3.4) 1 2(Yn) -- 2 log ~ ou - 1~2 loglVn(O,QU)I f
O,Q

u

Y~{V~(p,Q2)}-~ Y
n n u n

- 2Q2

u

It would be natural to consider estimation of 0 and Qu by the method of

maximum likelihood, but this is awkward because of the term

- 1~2 log,(V'(O,QU)I. Even for low order AR- or MA-models, this involves
n

solving highly non-linear equations (see footnote ( 6)). However, Box and

Jenkins [~] and Min [171 demonstrs.te that for moderate and large values

of n, (3.2.3.~) is dominated by the last term, so that when n is frLirly

large it should make little difference if the expression

Y'{V'(0,62)}-~ Y
(3.2.3.5) 1 2( Yn) -- 2 log 2~r Qu - n n 2u n

p ~QU 2ou

is maximised. The estimates which are obtained by minimizing

Y'{V'(0,62)}-~ Y for 0 are called the least squares estimates for this
n n u n

proceure.
Whittle has proved [36] the following useful theorem about these least

squares estimators.

Theorem 6

Under suitable regularity conditions and the assumption that the uts in

(3.2.3.2) are independently and identically distributed as N(O,au), the

least squares estimators of the parameters in a time series model, which

can be put in a unique one-sided moving average representation, are con-

sistent and have a limit distribution which is normal, an3 their asymptotic

variances and covariances are the same as those for the maximum likelihood

estimators of a Gaussian process.
Walker [3~] has generalized the above result in theorem 6 in t.he

following way. Suppose the normality assumption for the ut does not hold.

In this case Walker has rigorously proved that, for a stochastic process

{~t}, represented as ~t - E~j ut-j, ~V~ - 1, where the ~~'s are independ~nt,ly
j-0



~
and identically distributed, with ~(ut) - 0, 0 ~~(ut) ~~, E ~y? ~~,- -

j-0 ~
and t,he ~ are functions of the parameters Oi and ou, and some regularity

J
corlditions hold, the least squares estimators of 0, and ou have still the

i
property of consistency and asymptotic normality.

It can be shown [4] that for large samples the least sq.uares
estimates obrained from the above procedure do not differ much from
those obtained from the procedure which shall be described now.
Box and Jenkins [k] have suggested a convenient way of evaluating
Y'{V'(O,Q2)}-~ Y in formula (3.2.~.4). They have shown that the log-n n u n
likelihood function in (3.2.1~.4) is approximately equal to (the determinantal
term in (3.2.4.~) is negligible for moderate and large samples)

(3.2.3.6) lo'a2 ( Yn) -- 2 ln ou - 2a0)
u u

where

n
S(0) - E [utlO,Yn] 2,

t--~

where [}-z.tl0, Yn] denotes the conditional expectation of ut conditional on
0 and Yn, and in practice the values [utl0, Yn] can be computed recursively
with the summation proceeding from some point t- 1-Q beyond which the
[ut]'s are negligible. The computation of [utl0, Yn] involves a problem
of start-up values. Consider the ARMA(l,q)-scheme:

(3.2.3.7) u,t --K ~ ut-~ f... - Kq ut-q f y~ f ~r~ ~t-~ f...f ~rl y~-1.

Computation of u~ requires q t 1 start-up values:

q}~ - (uC, u-~,..., u~-q)'

~ ~
Ylt1 - (y0' y-1'"'' y1-1) '

According to the method of establishing these start-up values, one has
either an unconditional or conditional least squares procedure. Given
the 1 values of Yi}~ and the q values of L1 }~, values of the seriesq



conditional on the choice (Yi}1, Uq}1) can be computed recursively by

equation (3.2.3.7), and ttie likelihood function can be determined

conditionally this ctioice of starting values. Instead of setting arl~itrary

values for Yi}1 and Uqt1, the unconditíonal sum of squares process

generates estimates of start-up values using the giver. information of the

yt series.
Some observations which will be lost at the beginning of the

recursive process, can be found by "backward forecasting". This method

is used for forcasting the unknown starting values y0,y-1,... (see
0 0 (forappendix C). The calcualtion of [utl0 Yn], t- 1-Q,...,0,1,...,n,,

given initial parameter vector 00) is

I u10-Q - y1-Q
t n~ y-Q f... f~l Y1-Q-1

0 0 0 0 0
u2-Q - -K1 u1-Q } y2-Q } ~1 y-Qf1 } ... t ~1 Y2-Q-1

(3.2.3.8) :
u~ --K~ u01 f... -KO u0 t y0 t~r1 y01 f... t~O Y-1q q

ut --K~ u0-1 t... -Kq u~-q f yt t~r~ yt-1 f... f~O Yt-1

(t - 1,.. ,n)

An iterative procedure for calculating the least squares estimates will

shortly be described now. This procedure we have also used for our

applications.
Expanding [utll~, Yn] in a Taylor series about its value corresponding to

0 0 0
some guessed set of parameter values 0-(01,...,01}p) -
(~~,,,,,~rq, K ~,...,~q), we have approximately

0 1}q 0 0
(3.2.3.9) [ut~0, Yn] - [ut~0 , Yn] - E (Oi-Oi)rit ~ t - 1-Q,...,r.

i-1

where

0 a[ ut ~ O,Yn]

rit - - a0.i



In the above expression 00 is a vector of initial values for the parameters.

The adjustments Oi - 0~ in (3.2.3.9) are obtained by minimizing
n 2
E [utlO,Yn] using the approximate realtion (3.2.3.9). Because the

t-1-Q
ut's in (3.2.3.9) will not be exactly linear in the parameters 0, a single
adjustment will not immediately produce least squares values. Instead,
the adjusted values (01 -(Oi - 0~) } 0~, i- 1,...,lfq) are substituted

as new guesses and the process repeated until convergence occurs.

The estimation procedure just described is by no means wholly satisfactory

since the iterations may converge very slowly or not at all on occasions.

Many nonlinear regression routines in current use are refinements of

a procedure proposed by Marquardt [16] which is essentially a compromise
between the above linearization technique and the method of "steepest
descent".

The derivatives rit may be obtained analytically or numeriaally.
The computer program we have used in our applications calculates them
numerically (see Box and Jenkins [4] for the way this can be done).
The final iteration also provides an approximate variance-covariance
matrix for the parameters:

(3.2.3.10) Ë~ ~ ( R'R)-1 62,

n
with 62 - E ut~(n-1-q) and R'R the matrix of sum of squares and cross

t-1
products of the {rit} at the final iteration.

Vote:

With the development of non-linear optimization routines, procedures have
come into use to calculate the exact maximum likelihood estimates
(taking also into account the term loglVn(0, au)I in (3.2.3.~)) and
eventually restricting the parameters to the admissible region (see e.g.
Osborn [ 21 ], Newbold [ 20] , Dent [ 6] , and Prothero [ 23 , 2~] .
It is however the question if these exact maximum likelihood estimators,
which are complicated to calculate,ó) are better than the least squares

For a first order pure autoregressive process the exact ML estimate is
the solution of a cubic equation. For a similar second order process tlie
simultaneous solution of a quartic and cubic is required (see e.g.
Min [17j.



estimators, when the normality assumption of the observations is not

satisfied. As thick-tailness often occurs in financial data (see e.g.

Fama [3] and our own data in the next chapters which point to non-normality)

it is the question if the complicated exact maximum likelihood estimators

should be preferred over the less complicated least squares estimators.

The admissible parameter region, is the parameter region ir~ which the

model can be written in the inverted and random shock form (see appendix D

how to construct such an admissibie region).

When the parameters are not restricted to an admissible region tr~e followin~;

troubles can occur:

(a) In determining the PYact maximum likelihood estimators for an MA(q)-

scheme it can be shown [21 ] that rounding errors become important

when some zeros of the generating function of the scheme lie inside

the unit circle and some outside it, so that estimates obtained under

these circumstances will be doubtful.

In order to avoid rounding errors and the identif~.bility

(see Tigelaar [32] ) problems,the parameters in an ARMA(l,q)-schemes

can be restricted in determining maximum likelihood or least squares

estimators.

(b) Osborn [21] also found thát for an MA(q)-scheme the exact maximum

likelihood estimation procedure often "missed" the function maximum

contained within the admissible region, when one or more zeros lay

moderately close to the boundary. This can be avoided by constraining

the parameter space. Kang [151 found similar results.

To overcome the above problems by unconstrained optimizatíon as

we have done, it may be feasible to check if the estimated parameters

lie within the admissible region, and if not so, to restart the

iterative process to find a solution inside the admissible region. A

more elegant way is to set up the estimation as a problem in constrained

optimization as Osborn does.
Another problem in using the iterative estimation technique

is the question of local optima versus a global optimum in the admissihle

region, or the existence of multiple solution. When there exist serveral

local optima in the admissible region, the iterative process would converge



to one of them, depending on the starting point.
So, for example inspection of the residual sum of squares for different
values of the parameters in the admissible region might show whether there
is an indication of multiple solutions.
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3.2.4. Diagnostic checking

A number of diagnostic checkson the adequacy of representation of the

estimated model can be applied. An examination of the statistical significance

of the estimates of additional parameters will indicate whether or not

they should be included in the model.

Box and Jenkins further propose a number of tests on the estimated

residuals from the fitted model.

Denote these as ut and their sample autocorrelations as ~(u). On the

assumption that the true residuals ut are white noise, rk(u) has mean zero and
-1~2

standard error approximately n (see Pierce [22~).

However, Pierce has also shown that for ARMA(l,q)-schemes and for small k

the rk(u) can be highly correlated and their variances can be much lower

than ~. For instance, for the AR(1)-schemen

Xt - ~1 Xt-1 } ut
2

n1
Var(rk(u)) ~ n{1-~r~(k-1)(1-~r~)}, and so Var(r1(u)) ~ n ,

though for moderate and large k

Var(~(u) ) ~ n.

Rather than considering the ~(u) individually, an indication is often rieeded

of whether the first K autocorrelation of the ut's taken as a whole, indicate

inadequacy of the model. Suppose that we have the first K autocorrelations

~(u) (k - 1,2,...,K) from an ARIMA(l,d,q) process; then it is possible to

show, see [22~, that, if the fitted model is appropriate

K
~ - n E rk(u)

k-1

is approximately distributed as X2(K-1-q), where n is the number of observed
d

yt's in the scheme (3.2.1.12) and ~t - E aj xt-j.
j-0
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3.~.5. Forecasting

Let {xt, t-...-1,0,1,...} be a stochastic process with discrete time

parameter. When the observation period belonging to that process is very

large, then this period can without objection be taken infinite in the

mathematical model, especially when the analysis of the model becomes more simple

as in our case.
The infinite observation period is taY.en as {...-1,0,1,...,n}. In the
mathematical model we assume that we have observed
(...,x-1, x0, x1,...,xn) of the stochastic sequence (... x-1, x~, x1,...
So let {xt, t-...-1,0,1,...} be a stochastic process observed over
the period {... -1.0,1,...,n}, n - 1,2,....
Let X(n) be the set of all possible realisations of (...,x 1,~,x1,...,~)
and Xt th~ set of all possible realisations of xt (t ~ n). A point predictor
xt n for xt (t ~ n) based on the period {...-1,0,1,...,n} is a function

~
of X(n) to Xt.
Assume that the stochastic process {xt} has finite second moments, then the

mean square prediction error is defined as

~ {xt n - xt}2.~

A point predictor xtln for xt is called at least as good as the point
predictor xt2n for xt when~

~ (xt~n - xt)2 ~ ~ (xt~n - xt)2

and is called better when the smaller sign holds.

Aceording to the above definition the best point predictor can be found

by choosing xt n such that~

~ (Xt n-Xt)2 - ~(Xt n(...x 1,~,x1,...,xn)-xt)2~ ~

is as small as possible.
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The best point predictor xt n in the class of all point predictors for
~

xt is with probability 1 uniquely determined and given by

(3.2.5.1) Xt r~' -`(Xt ~...x 1,x~,x1,...,~)
~

Moreover we have:

~ (~~n) - ~ (Xt)

(3.2.5.2)d ~ (Xt.n - Xt)2 - ~ (~) -~(~~n)

~ (Xt n Xt) - ~(Xt,n)~

The results in (3.2.5.1) and (3.2.5.2) shall now be applied to an

ARIMA(l,d,q)-scheme, in first instance assuming that the parameters in the

scheme are known (an~ ARMA(l,q)-scheme can be handled in an analogous

way and will therefore not be worked out). Later on we shall see what can be

said about the forecasts when the parameters are not known, but must

be estimated.
When in the ARIMA(l,d,q)-scheme

(3.2.5.3)
1 d q

k~~ ~k 0 Xt-k - s~~ Ks ut-s'

q
the generating function K(z): - E Ks zs has all its zeros outside the

s-0
unit circle, then equation (3.2.5.3) can also be written as

(3.2.5.4) ut - E si Xt-i'i-0

where

s(z):

When

the coefficients d. can be determined fromi
~(z) d - ~ i- )(1-z) - E d. z, Izl ~ 1, where
K(Z 1i-0

~r~ - K~ - 1, then b~ - 1 and we get

1
tr. ( z ) : - ~: Tr k

k-0

kz .
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xt - ut - lE1 bi Xt-i~

So, when the ut are mutually independent, the best point predictor for

Xnt1 given (... x 1,x~,x1,...,xi,1) is

~
(X ...,X ,X ,X ,...,X - - , ,X ~..,X ) -

~ -nt1 I ~1 ~ 1 -~) (unfl i~l s'i -xmt1-i~
...x-1

~-0 -1 -yn -

- ~ d i Xnt1-i - ~t1 ,n~
i-i1

The best point predictor for xnt2 given ( ... x 1,x~,x1,...,xn) is

C(Xnf2~...x-l,x~,x1,...,~) - -S1 x~,ifl,n - iE2 `~i xnf2-i -

etc.
The variance of the forecast error can be determined as follows:

2 - ~ 2 - ~ 2
~ (~}l,n - xntl) (~tl) (~fl,n).

For an ARIMA(l,d,q)-process we can use expression (3.2.1.15)

~
xt - ut } l~~ St,l ut-1

from which we get

As

`~ (xn}1) - un}1 t ou E
(Sn~1,j)2'j -0

~ ~
Xntl,n - unfl } ~ Sntl.j unfl-j'j -1

we get



~

~- (xn}l,n) - unfl } au E ( f3nfl ~ j )2
j-1

and so

{ 2 1-1 t 2
(3.2.5.5) G (~}l,n - Xntl)2 - Qu E (Bnfl,j) .

j-0

In the above we have assumed that the parameters ~rk and Kj in the

ARIMA(l,d,q)- scheme (3.2.1.12) are known, and so also the di in (3.2.i.~).

However in practice they are not known, but must be estimated. In the

estimation stage we saw that under general conditions the least squares

estimators are consistent. As dj is a continuous function of the parameters

~rk and Ks, dj is a consistent estimator for dj.

So, for large samples we may proceed in deriving the best

forecast as if dj is known and replacing di by Si.
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Appendix A: introductory definitions in stucltying stochastic processes

A stochastic process {xt; T} on the set of events 52 is a set of stochastic
variables xt on S2 for all t E T. The set T is an index set, which is
(... -1,0,1,...) for discrete processes, and (-~,~) for continuous processes.
In this thesis only discrete stochastic processes will be studied. The
following introductory definitions are important when studying stochastic
processes.

Definition 1

The stochastic process {xt; t E T} is called Gaussian when (xt ,...,xt )
1 n

is simultaneously normally distributed for all finite n and
t1,...,tn E T.

Definition 2

The stochastic process {xt; t E T} is .called strictly stationary when

P{x E A ,...,x E A}- P{x E A,..., x E A}t 1 1 ~tn n t 1 tT 1 JtnfT n

for all finite n- 1,2,... and t1,...,tn, T E T.

Definition 3

The stochastic process {xt; t E T} with ~(xt) ~~, i~t E T is called wide
stationary when

~(xt xt )-~(x~ tT ~}T) for all t1, t2, T E T.
1 2 1 2

Definition 4

The stochastic process {xt; t E T} is called statior.ary of order ri,
n- 1,2,...,M, when ~(xt x~ ... xt )-~(xt fT... ~ fT) for all

1 2 n 1 n



tl~,,,~tn, T E T, and stationary up to and including the crder n whc~n it,

is stationary of order k for k- 1,...,n.

Definition 5

The stochastic process {xt; t E T} is called covariance-stationary when

it is stationary up to and including the second-order.7)

Definition 6

The autocorrelation function of a covariance stationary process is, when

Var(xt) ~ 0, defined as:

ps
~ (~}S-u ) ( xt-u )

Var(xt) , s - ...-1,0,1,...

where u: -~ (~), t E T.

Definition 7

White noise is a stochastic process {u~, t E T} with

2
~(ut) - 0, Cov(ut,ut}k) - 0 ~ ou ~

7)

~whenk- 0

0 when k ~ 0.

It should be noted that a stochastic process which is wide stationary,

is not necessarily covariance-stationary.

Example: xt - u cos ta f v sin ta , 0

~ (u) ~ 0 or ~(v) ~ 0, and ~ (u2) -

Assume ~(v) - 0 and ~(u) - a, then

~ ( xt) - a cos ta

~ a ~ tr,

~,(v2).

and u and v orthogonal,

~(xt xt~s) -~(u2) cos sa , 0 ~ a ~ n.



Definition 8

Normally distributed white noise is white noise which is Gaussian.

Definition 9

The sequence {x~,x2,...} with ~{xi} ~~, i- 1,2,..., is called summable
in quadratic mean when there exists a stochastic variable S with ~(S2) ~~,
such that

n
lim~{ E xk-S}2- 0.
n-~ k-1

The variable S is call.ed the sum of the sequence {x~,x2,...} and is denoted
by

S - E xk.
k-1



Appendix B: M~~.thematical details corr~~sponding to section 3.2.1.

Proof' of theorem 3

d
Defining ~t - E aj x~-j, then equation (3.2.1.13) can be written as

j-0
1 q

(B.1) kEO ~k ~t-k - s~~ Ks ut-s~

It is well known (see theorem 1 in chapter 3) that when n.( z): - E ~ek z
k-0

has no zeros inside or on the unit circle, then equation (B.1) has only

one wide stationary solution

(B.2) ~t - E ~Vj ut-j~
j-0

k

where the coefficient iy. can be determined from the power series develop-

ment of ~(z): - K~(z) - E ~. zJ, Izl ~ 1.
~r z) - Jj-0

The following procedure is now applied:

(B.3)

J-

By a suitable choice of ~0'" ''~t-1 it is possible to sum the equations to

t-1 ~
(B.4) xt t cp~~t x~ f... t ~Pd-l,t x-(d-1) - E Rk E~j ut-j-k~k-0 j-0

From the above equation it follows that

d-1

S~ ~t - Q~ E ~Vj ~-j
j-0 ~

sl ~t-1 - S1 ~ ~j ut-j-1j-0

~t 1 ~~t - ~t-1 .~ ~ j u-jt1

~

Ut : - ~( xt ) - - E ~J ~t x-Jj-0
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Equation(B.~) can now be written as follows

t-1(B.5) xt - ut ~- E ak E~. ut- k'k-0 j-0 ~ ~-

Further we have

or

t-1 d-1
k~~ sk ~t-k - Xt } j~~ ~j~t x-J

t-1 d d-1
(B.6) E S{ E a. x }- x f E

k-0 k j-S ~ Jt-j-k t j-0 ~J~t x-J~

As A(z) - 0 was defined as the characteristic equation belonging to the
d

difference equation E aj xt-j - 0, the coefficients Sk (0 ~ k ~ t-1)
j-0

can be determined by the equality

(B.7)
t-1

( E Rk zk )A ( z) - 1 t~PO t
zt t.

k-0 '
tf(d-1)

. . t ~Vd-1 ,t
z .

Assuming that A(0) ~ 0, the equation (B.7) can be written as

t-1

k-0
E Sk zk - K(z) f P(z),

where K(z) is the power series development of 1~~(z) in a neighborhood o.F
?- 0 and P(z) is a power series with leading term of power t.
So the Sk coefficient (0 ~ k ~ t-1) can be determined by the power series
development of 1~A(z) in a n~ighborhood of z- 0.
Equation (B.5) can be written as

t-1 ~
(B.8) xt - ut } ~ Sk ~ ~l-k ut-1 -k-0 1-k

t-1 1 ~ t-1
ut t E( E Sk ~l-k)ut-1 }~(~ Sk ~l-k)ut-1'1-0 k-0 1-t k-0
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Moreover we have

t-1 1 Sk , k ~ t-1
E S iy where S

k~0 Sk ~l-k - k-0 k~t 1-k k,t - 0 ~ k~ t .
~ k t-1 k

Define Bt(z) - E Rk t z,then Bt(z) - E Sk z.
k-0 ' k-0

Now equation (B.8) can be written as

~ ~
(B~9) Xt - ut } 1~0 St,l ut-1

where,
a) the Rt 1 coefficient for 1 ~ t-1 can be found by devel.oping A'~Z~ in a

~
power series in a neighborhood of z- 0;

b) the Rt 1 coefficient for 1~ t can be found by developing
t-1 '

{ E Sk zk}~(z) for Izl ~ 1.
k-0

We shall now show that the function Ut is the sum of a polynomial

in t and a finite linear combination of powers of t andsinusoids, and deter-

mine its form.
The following conditions

(a) ut - xt t - -d f 1,...,0;

d
(b) E aj ut-j - 0, t- 1,2,...~~

j-0

(c) the roots of A(z) - 0 all lie on the unit circle;

imply that the general solution of the difference equation under (b) is:

d
ut - E cj fj~t~

j-1

where the cj, j- 1,2,...,d are constants and the functions fj~t, j-',2,...,d
can be of the following form:

1(i) t, 0 ~ 1 ~ m1 ~ d, when there exists the real root 1 with
multiplicity m1;
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1(ii) t cos t~r, 0 ~ 1 ~ m2 ~ d, when there exists the real root -1
with multiplicity m2;

1 1(iii) t cos t bj and t sin t bj, 0 ~ 1 ~ m3 ~ d, when there exists
a pair of complex roots: cos bj t i sin bj, with multiplicity
m3j.

The characteristic equation A(z) - 0 so has, when there are n different
pairs of complex roots, the following general form:

m m n m
A(z) -(z-1) 1(zt1) 2 ri {z-(cos bj t i sin bj)} 3j ~

j-1

{z-(cos bj - i sin bj)}m3J -

m1 m2 n 2 m
(z-1 ) (zf1 ) II [ z -(2 cos bj )z t 1] 3j - 0

j-1
n

and this is a polynomial in z of degree m1 f m2 f E m3j - d.
j-1

Summarizing the above gives

(B.10)

ml ml}m2 i-m -1
- E c. ti-1 f E c. t 1 cos t~r f

i-1 1 i-m1t1 1

n g(J) i-g(J-1)-1t E E ci t cos(tb. f di)
j-1 i-g(j-1)t1 J

J
where m30 - 0 and g(j) - m1 t m2 t E m3k

k-0
(q.e.d).
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Proof of theorem 4(section 3.2)

From equation (B.10) it follows that for large t, ut satisfies the approximate

relation

(B.11) ~ t-(M-1) ~ a ~

where M- max{m3j, j- 1,...,n; m2 ; ml},

We shall also try to determine an approximate relation for ~k in equation

(B.5) for large enough k.

As in known the Rk (0 ~ k ~ t-1) can be determined from the development

of 1~A(z) in a neighborhood of z- 0 where A~(z) is a polynomial of degree

d(positive integer) which has all its zeros on the unit circle.

We shall consider two cases:
(i) A(z) - (1-z)d (d ~ 1)

The power series development of A(Z) - 1 d in a neighborhood of
(1-z)

z - 0 is

1 ~ (dtk-1)zk - ~ S zk

(1-z)d - k-0 k k-0 k .

1 ~2 nf 1 ~2 -n
Using Stirling's approximation for n:, namely n: ~(2~r) n e,

we may approximate Sk for large k by

dtk-1 (dfk-1)dtk-1 e-~d-1)
k kk d-1):

which on its turn for large k may be approximated by

-(d-1)
(1 t dk1)k (dfk-1)d-1 ed-1): .

So for large k, Sk satisfies
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(B.12) Bk ~ c~ kd-1 (c~ -(d~1);) in the sense that

Uk ~t
k~ kd-1 - c ~

(ii) A(z) -( 1-z)d(1-zs)D , d f D~ 1, s~ 2,

The power series development of d s D in a neighborhood of
z - 0 is ( 1-z) (1-z )

(B.13)
s-1

(z-1)dfD ~ (z - e s

1 1

(1-z)d(1-zs)D - 2~ri1 -
)D

1-1
s-1 D c 1 dfD c'

P ~ ~- -

1~1 ~1 2~r11 p t ~1 (z-1 )pp- ~ s ~ p-
z-e

s-1 D ~ k dtD ~ k
E E E b z t E E b' z -

1-1 p-1 k-0 1'p'k p-1 k-0 p'k

~ s-1 D dtD
- E { E E b t E b' } zk -
k-0 1-1 p-1 1'p~k p-1 P~k

- E Sk zk.
k-0

To study the behaviour of Sk for large k we proceed as follows.
2~ril

Define a- e s, then the power series development of 1 is:
( 1-n )p

~1 1 ~(kP)(á?)k~ and so the coefficient bl k car, be
(z-a)p - (-a)p k-0 ~P~

written as:

-2~ril

bl~p~k - cp~l(-1)p(e s )ptk (p}k-1).



Flzrther we have

D s-1

p~1 1~1
bl,p,k

D
E

p-1

D s-1 p~k-1 I -~ E E ( k )I cP~l ~p-1 1-1

(pfk-1) s~1 Ic I~ s~1 ~c I D~ic(kp-1) -~(kD-1), 8)

k 1-1 p'1 - 1-1 p'1 p-1

In a similar way

dtD
~

p~ 1 bP ~k
-

So in approximating Rk for large k we must consider the expression
dfD
E b' , because it is of highest order(9~~. Now the second part of

P-1 p~k
equation (B.13) can be written as

~ dtD k dfD ~
E E b' z- E c' E(P}k-1)zk -

k-0 p-1 P'k p-1 p k-0 k

~ dfD
E { E cp(p}k-1)}zk.

k-0 p-1

So ~k is

~(c
(dtDfk-1

) ),
dfD k

and using the result in (i) we may say that Sk, for large k is approximately

equal to:

8) The (q symbol will be defined as follows:

f(x) - (~~ (u(x) ) for x ~ ~ lim
x-~

q f(x)
u(x) c ~ 0.
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c dfD dfD-1(B.14) Rk ~ (d}D-1), k

The constant oá}D can be determined as follows.
We shall study the Taylor series development of in some

~z-1)dtDf(~l
s-1 2~i1

neighborhood of the point z- 1, where f(z) - n(z - e s)D (see equation
1-1B.13).

Assuming that f(1) ~ 0~), then f~z) can be written in the following form:

1~~ t 1,1 (z-1 ) t~.2(z-1 )2 f..

f(1)(1)where l.. - .
i i:

So

9

1 ~0 11
dfD - dtD t dtD-1 } '(z-1) f(z) (z-1) (z-1)

f l,d}D} 1( z-1 ) t... ,

where

i
dzl(f(z))z-1

.. t 1"dtD-1 t 1 fz-1 dtD

We are interested in l.~ - f~1) - cátD, which when worked out gives:

s-1
2~ril

9) f(1) - II (1 - e s D)~ 0, because it can only be zero when the
1-1

index 1 is 0 or s, which values are excluded.

1
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1 1r(B. 15 cdfD - f( 1) -~-1 2~ril

II (1-e s
1-1

1-1 s

Summarizing case ( i) and ( ii) gives for large k the following result

1 lD
2ni11 -

1-e s

-~ril -~ril
s-1 s s-1 se D ~ e D
(1~1 -Sil ~S1 ) - (1-1 2i sin(~S)) -

e - e
s-1

s-1 -~ri(S - 1~2) -~iD II (S - 1~2)
( B e )D - (1~2)D(s-1) e 1-1 -

1-1 2 sin(S~) ( sB1
sin(~l))D

(1~2)D(s-1)
s-1 ~

( lI sin(Sl )D

1-1

)D

(B. 16) Sk ~ f. k(M-1 )

where M - { in case (i)

Dtd in case (ii)

and f is a constant, which is

r

(i)

in case (ii).

1 in case(d-1):
(1~2)D(s-1)
s-1

{ II sin(Sl)}D(dfD-1):
1-1

For large enough t equation (B.5) can now be approximated by

t-1
(B.17) xt ti a tM-1 f E Rk wt-k'

k-0
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where wt-k is defined as

wt-k:
- E V~j ~-j-k~j-0

Multiplying equation (B.17) by the factor ( t-(M-1~2)) we get

t-(M-1~2) x a f t-(M-1~2) E-1 S w -
t N ~ k-0 k ~t-k

~ t t-(M-1~2){N~1 Sk Wt-k } tE1 Sk wt-k}.
k-0 k-N

For large t and N large enough and using (B.16) we get

(B.18) t-(M-1~2) xt ~ t-(M-1~2) t~1 f kM-1 w~-k'
k-N

N-1
because lim e- - 0 and lim {t-(M-1~2) ~ Sk wt-k} - 0 with probability 1.

t-~ ~ t~ k-0

For large t we can now conclude that for all g E(-~,~)

(B.19) lim P{t-(M-1~2)xt ~ g} - lim P{t-(M-1~2) t~1 f kM-1 wt-k ~ g}.
t~ t-~ k-1

Assume q~` - M-1, then equation (B.19) is

~}1 t-1 ~
(B.20) lim P{f t-(q ~2) ~ kq ~-k ~ g}i

t-~ k-1

and as the process {wt} is strictly stationary we also have

(B.21) lim P{t-(q~t1~2)xt ~ g} - lim P{f t-(q~t1~2) tE1 kq~~ ~ g}.
t~ t-~ k-1

We shall now use the following lemma of which a proof can be found in an
article of Stigum [ 30] .
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Lemma 1

Let {wt ; t- 1,2,...} be a real valued stochastic process which satisfies

wt - E Ks ut-s ~ t- 1,2,...,
s-0

where u-{ut ; t-... -1,0,1, ...}isastochastic process of non-degenerate,

real-valued, independently and identically distributed variables with mean

zero and finite vairance Qu, and ~s a sequence of real consta.nts, which

satisfy the following condition:

E IK.SI

S-O

10)

Let fw(a) denote the spectral density of wt, thus

~
fw(a): - I E ~s e-is112 6u ~~ E~,~~~).

s-0

Let further

T ~t

-T: - E tq wt ~
t-1

T - 1,2,...,

where q~ is a non-negative integer, then for all g E(-~,~):

á
lim P{T ( q~f1~2) ~ ~ g} - 1 N jg~e-u2,2 du,
~ ~ a

where

~2 -(2 ~f1 T ~ ~ fw(0)
6 : - lim T q ) E rq sq ~ (wt ~ ) - ~ .

T-~ t,s (2q fl )

10) This condition assures that

T
1~ ~ {wt - sEO.xs ut-s}2 - 0.
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As in our case the polynomial Tr(z) has all its ze.ros outside the
~

unit cir.cle, we know that for r~(z): - T~Z) - E r~j z~, the coefficients r~j
~ j-0

satisfy: E r~j convergent. Applying lemma 1 we get
j -0

(8.22) lim P{t-(q~f1~2) Xt ~ g} - 1 N fg~ e-u2~2Q2 du,
t-~ ~ a

where
n

ie t ~k ~ fG f( 0)
(B.23) 62 - lim t-(2q }~) f2 E rq sq ~(wr ws) - ~w ~q.e.d).

t--~ r, s ( 2q f 1)
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Two special cases for u.t 1.n. (B.10) considered more clasely ( section 3.2)

The expression for u.t in ( B.10) can be split as follows u.t - pt } rt
where

m1

(i) Pt - E ci t
i-1

i-1

is a polynomial in t of degree m1, and

g(J )(11) st - ml~m2 cl ti-m1-1
cos t~r t E E citl-g(J-1)-1 x

i-m1t1 j-1 i-g(J-1)t1

cos(t bj f di),

is a finite linear combination of powers of t and periodic functions.

We shall consider two cases, namely st - 0 and st ~ 0. When st - 0, then

m2 - 0 wnd m3j - 0, j- 1,2,...,n and so m1 - d. In that case

~(z) -(1-z)d and the difference equation (3.2.1.13) looks as follows

1 q
(B.24)

k-0 ~k(vd ~t-k) - s~0 K s ut-s'

which is called an ARIMA(l,d,q) model by Box and Jenkins. Fizrther we know

that in this case

(B.25) vd ut - o,

such that

d
(B.26) ~ - pt - E ci-1tl-1'i-1

where the coefficients c. can be determined as followsi
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(B.27)

- c1 t .. . t (-1)d-1 cd-1
- x-1

- (d-1)c1 t ... (-dt1)d-1 cd-1 - x-(d-1) ,

When the polynomial A(z) - O~has real and complex roots on the unit circle,
then st ~ 0.
A polynomial equation which has both real and complex roots which all lie
on the unit circle, is:

A(z) - (1-z)d(1-zs)D - 0.

When s in even, this polynomial has the following roots:

z1 - ...... - zd - 1

zdtl - ......- zdtD - 1

(B.28) zdtDtl - ...... - zc1t2D

z

- -1

zdt2Dt1 - ...... - zdt3D - a1

dt(s-2)Dtl - " " " - zdt(s-1)D - as-2
i b.

where a. - e J- cos b. t i sin b..
J J J

In this case

(B.29) ut

s-2

- dED c t~-1 t D b,(-1)~tJ-1 t D tl-1 E (p. cos b. t t
j-1 J j-1 J 1-1 j-1 J J

qj sin b j t)

When s is uneven the roots of (1-zs) - 0 are 1, a1, ..., as-1 which are
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equo.l to 1, a,a2,...,as-1, where a- cos 2~ f i sin 2-~ , and according to
k 2~r ks 2~rsk

de Moivre's theorem we have a- cos s t i sin s (see e.g. Spiegel

[ 28j ) .
When s is even the roots of (1-zs) - 0 are 1, -1, a1,..-~ as-2'
So ut can when s is even also be written as

s-2

(B.30) ut - dED cj tJ-1 } D bj(-1)~ t~-1 t D t1-1 E aj cos 2~L
j-1 j-1 1-1 j-1

When s is uneven ut is equal to
s-1

(B.31) u.t - dED cj t ~-1 } D tl-1 E aj cos 2~.
j-1 1-1 j-1



Appendix C: A backward forecasting procedure for finding starting values

in an ARMA(l,q)-scheme

so that

(C.2)

Assume that the y.t's satisfy the ARP~IA(l,q)-scheme

1 q

k~C ~k ~t-k - sEO Ks ut-s , ~rC - KC - 1, t - ...- 1,0,1,...

Ut - -K1 Jt;-1....-Kq Ut-q } ~t } ~1 ~t-1 }... ~l yt-l.

Let K~,...,Kq and ~r~,....,~ro be initial estimates of K1,...,Kq and

~1' ' '~l~
Obviously if the calculations were to start with ul, values for y~,

y-1' "''y-lfl' up' "'~ ul-q are required. The problem of the choice

of starting values will be discussed now.

Assume that ~t satisfies (C.1), where {ut} is white noise and
1 q

~r(z): - E~rk zk and K(z): - E Ks zs have the roots outside the uni.t
k-0 s-0

circle, theri there exists a white noise process {et}, such that ~t also

satisfies

(C.3)
1 q

k~C ~k ~t}k - s~C Ks et}s'

and et can be expressed in terms of ~t, y~ } 1,... as follows:

et
- ~ SJ ~}Jj-0

where the d. coefficient can be determined from
J

~(z) - E S. zJ , Iz~ ~ 1.
K(z) - j-~ J

From (C.3) we have

~t - et - E 8j ~}j,
j-1



and setting t- 0 we have

(C.4) y~ - e~ - E 8j ~j.
j-1

Assume that the et are independent, then e~ in ( C.4) is independent of
~~,...,y~, and the best forecast for y~ using the information ~~,...,yn

can then be obtained by taking the conditional expectation

n

~(y~~~~,...,y~) - - E dj ~j.
j-1

Setting t-- 1, etc. we can in an analogeous way obtain the forecasts

for ~-~,...,~-1}~.



Appendix D: Conditions that the roots of a polynomial are inside the unit
circle

Simplified determinantal criterion ~1~ ~

The necessary and sufficient condition for the roots of p(z) -
anzn } an-1 zn-1 }., a1z f a0 - 0(with an ~ 0) to lie inside the unit circle
is given by:

1. The matrix On, where ~n-1 - Xn-1 - Yn-1~ and

an an-1

Xn-1-

a2 1

0 an. ..... a3

0 0 ~ - an . . a4

1 0 0....:.0 a J
nl

11)
is positive innerwise.

Yn-1 -

I 0 0 ...... a0

0 0
a0 " ' an-4

0 a0 al ...
an-3

( a0 a1 a2 . . .
an-2~

2. For n-odd, n def 2m-1, either

b2i ~ 0, b2m-1 ~ 0 or b2if1 ~ 0' b0 ~ 0, 1 - 0,1,...,m-1
Note that b2m-1 - p(1) and b0 --p(-1).

11) Let ~- 4N be an NxN matrix. Form matrix ~N-2, which is N-2 ~k N-2 from ~,
by deleting rows 1 and N and columns 1 and N. Continue until it ends
forming ~1, ~3, 05,...,~N-2 for N-odd and ~2, D~,...,~N-2 for N-even.
The appropriate set is called the inners of matrix ~. If the determinants
of all the inners, as well as of the matrix, are positive, we designat,e
this matrix as positive innerwise.



For n-even, n def ~~

b2it1 ' p' bp ' 0, b~ ~ 0, i- 0,1,...,m-1.

Note that bp - p(-1) and b~ - p(1).

The coefficients bk are found by applying the transformation z- S}~ to

equation p(z) - 0, given the pol'ynomial f(s) - 0 as follows:

f(s) -(s-1)n p(S}~) - bnsn f bn-lsn-1 t... b1s f bp - 0.

The coefficients bk's are obtained from the coefficients in p(z) - 0 by

using the following relationship:

b - E a ~(n-~) -(J)(n-~) t(J)(n-~) f...
n-k n-j k 1 k-1 2 k-2j-0

f (-1)k-1(k~1)(n1`1) t (-1)k(k)].

We shall now apply the above theorem to some ARMA (p,q)-schemes.

a) AR(1)-scheme:

Xt } ~l -Xrt-1 - ut.

The associated polynomial is ~(z) - 1f~r1z which has its zeros outside the

unit circle, and so equivalently ~~(z) - ztal must have its zeros inside

the unit circle, giving:

I ~1 I ~ 1

b) AR(2)-scheme:

Xt } ~1 Xt-1 } ~2 Xt-2 - ut

The roots of ~rz~(z) - z2 f n1z t~r2 - 0 are inside the unit circle implies:

~r2 f ~r 1 ~ -1

~ 1 - ~r2 ~ 1

~ n2 ~ ~ 1



c) AR(3)-scheme:

Xt } n1 Xt-1 }~2 Xt-2 }~3 Xt-3 - ut

The roots of T`r~(z) - z3 f~1z2 t~2z t ~j - 0 are inside the unit circle
implies:

1 f~ 1 t~2 f~;3 ~ 0

3f~1 -~r2-3~r3~0

1 - ~r.2 - ~r 3 ( ~r 3 -~r 1 ) ~ o

1 - ~ 1 t ~2 - ~3 ~ 0

d) AR(4)-scheme:

~ f ~r,1 Xt-1 } ~'2 ~t-2 } ~"3 Xt-3 } ~~ -X-'t-k - ut

The roots of ~r ~( z) - z~ f~r 1 z3 f~r 2z2 f~ 3z f~~- 0 are inside the unit

circle implies:

1 -~r1 t~r2 -~r.3 f~~ ~ 0

1 f~r1 t~r.2t~r3t~~ ~0

~(1 - ~r~) t 2(~r3 - ~r1) ~ 0

4(1 - ~r.~) f 2(~r1 - ~r3) ~ 0

( 1 - ~r ~ ) ( 1 - ~r 2 ) t ~r. 3 ( ~r 1 - ~r. 3 ) - ~r ~ ~r 1 ( ~r 1 -

~~(1 - ~~) (~.2 - ~~) ~ 0

e) AR(j)-scheme:

xt }~,1 Xt-1 }~ 2 Xt-2 }~r:3
Xt-3 }~ 4 Xt- Xt-5 - ut

The roots of ~~( z) - z5 f~r.1 z4 f~r.2z3 f~r3z2 t~,~z t~.5 - 0 are inside the

unit circle implies:



1 - T ~ t ,r2 - ~3 t ~~ - ~5 ~ o

10 - 2~t~ - 2~t2 t 2~3 t 2~~ - 10~5 ~ 0

5 t 3~r ~ t~r2 -~3 - 3~r~ - 5~5 ~ 0

1 t ~~ t~r2t,r3t~~t~5~o

(~-~r4) t ~r5(~r~-~r5) ~ 0

(~-~r~) (1-~r2) t ~3(~~-~r3) t ~r5(~~-~5) (1-~r~) t

~5R3(,r2-~r~) - ~~(~~-~5) (~~-~r3) t ~r~ ( ~-~~) (~2-~~)

~5~~(~~-~5) ( ~~-~3) - ~5~~ (~-~~) (~2-~~) t
- ~r5(~r~-,r3) t ~r5(1-~4) (~3-~5) - ~5~3 (~2-~~)

n5~3 ( ~ ~ -~ts ) ( ~3-~5 ) ~ 0

Seasonal ARMA-schemes

f) First order seasonal MA-scheme (seasonality s)

Xt - ut t Ks ut-s

t

t

The roots of K(z) - zs t Ks - 0 are inside the unit circle implies:

g) Second order seasonal AR-scheme (seasonality s)

Xt t,rs
Xt-s t~2s Xt-2s - ut

The roots of ~r~(z) - z2s t~rszs t~r2s - 0 are inside the unit circle is

equivalent with: the roots of C(y) - y2 t~sy t~2s - 0 are inside the unit

circle, giving:

n2s t ~[s ~ -1

~r - ~r ~ 1
s 2s

I~2s~ ~ 1.
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Evaluatie en fout.enanalyse van eCO-
nornetrisch~: modelier!.
Deel I.

december ' 7(,

Een identificatie metaode vuor een li-
neair discreet systeem met storingen
op input, output en structuur. jarluari '7'j
Structuuranalyse van econometrische
modellen met behulp van grafentheorie.
Deel VII. Model I van Klein, dynamisch.februari '77
On sysnems of linear inequalities
over ]R .
Structuuranalyse van econometrische
modellen met behulp van Grafentheorie.
Deel VIII.
Klein-Goldberger model.
Een econometrisch model van het
Verenigd Koninkrijk
A critical analysis of IBM's
inventory package "IMPACT"
Estim,atíon in truncated parameter-
spaces
Dynamic tra.nsfer function-noise
modelling (Some thecretical con-
siderations)
Limit theorems for LS-estimators
in linear regression models with
independent errors.
Economische interpretatie in model-
len betreffende levensduur van
kapitaalgoederen
Minimizing wasting times using
priority classes

Februari ' 7`i

feb.ruari '77

februari '7"í

fet,ruari '7~(

ma.a.rt ''t`f

december ''j 6

me ï.

jur.i

~uni
Structuuranalyse van Econometrische
Modellen met behulp van Grafen-
theorie. Deel IX. Model van lan-
den van de E.E.G. juni 'í~l

Capital market models for pcrtfolio
selection (a revised version) j~.r:~i '77
Evaluatie en foute.zanalyse van eco-
nometrische modellen. Deel II.
Het Modeï I van L.R. Klein.
An econometric Model of the I'ederal

aur! .

Republic of Germany 1953-1973 auE.
Slagen of zakken. Eer. intern rapport
over de studieresultaten propedeuse-
economie 1974~1975 aug

'77

'77

'77

' "'"(
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62. A. Hempenius Over een maat voor de juistheid
van voorspellingen. aug. '77
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